
 
 
Meeting Minutes 

Date/Time: Tuesday, August 18, 2020, at 10:30 AM 
Location:  Virtual Meeting 
 
 

1. Call to Order 

Mr. Steve Stepek called the meeting to order at 10:30 AM.  

  

2. Introductions 

Introductions were made. 

 

3. Changes or Additions to the Agenda 

Mr. John Lanum noted that Mr. Zachary Rable will provide the Transportation Revenues update for               

MDOT in place of Craig Newell. 

 

4. Approval of the May 19, 2020 Meeting Minutes   

Ms. Laurel Joseph made a motion to approve the minutes as presented, supported by Ms. Tanya                
DeOliveira. The motion passed unanimously. 

 

5. Election of MTPA Officers  

The Nominating Committee submitted nominations for the following members to serve as MTPA             

Officers during the next two years: 

Chair: Steven Stepek, Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study 

Recording Secretary: Emily Lake, Washtenaw Area Transportation Study 

Corresponding Secretary: Suzann Flowers, Washtenaw Area Transportation Study 

Treasurer: Lindsey Wallace, St. Clair County Transportation Study 

Ms. Laurel Joseph made a motion to approve the new MTPA Officers as presented, supported by Mr.                 
Jason Nordberg. The motion passed unanimously. 
 

6. Treasurer’s Report  

Ms. Lindsay Wallace reported that the current balance stands at $15,619.59. All payments made for the                

now cancelled 2020 MTPA conference will be carried forward to 2021.  

 



 
 

 

7. MTPA Website 

Ms. Kim Gallagher provided a first look at the new MTPA website. Some of the changes include: 

● a new slideshow of images on the Homepage, 

● updated information for officers, contacts, member agencies, and conference awards,  

● an option to download packets, presentations, important handouts, etc. directly from the            

Meetings page, and  

● search functionality added to the new Resources page. 

 

8. Policy Committee 

Mr. Tom Bruff provided a memo and reported that the Committee hopes to move forward with the                 

items presented by next month. The Committee often discusses changes in JobNet, and the upcoming               

agenda item regarding amendment thresholds is anticipated to add to that discussion.  

 

9. Education Committee - MTPA Virtual Trainings   

Ms. Andrea Strach noted that a link to the MTPA Virtual Trainings spreadsheet has been provided. This                 

spreadsheet allows you to view the current training schedule and submit ideas for new topics. Mr. John                 

Lanum added that an overview of the SMART application system will be scheduled for either September                

or October.  

 

10. FHWA Update  

Mr. Andy Pickard reported that seven comments were received regarding the Cost-based STIP/TIP             

Amendments for Highway Projects in Michigan white paper. These comments have been shared with              

MTPA members and a more detailed discussion will ensue at next month’s meeting. With only seven                

responses received to date, Mr. Tom Bruff asked that MTPA members send written comments to Mr.                

Andy Pickard if they have not done so already. Mr. Andy Pickard introduced Mr. Andrew Sibold, FHWA’s                 

new Transportation Planner. Mr. Andrew Sibold comes from the Planning Development Program and             

looks forward to working with MTPA. Mr. Andy Pickard added that FHWA representatives have not yet                

been assigned, but MPOs will be updated as soon as something changes. 

 



 
 

 

11. Asset Management Council (TAMC) 

In addition to updates provided in the memo, Mr. Jon Start reported that there is a balance of funds for                    

culvert data collection pilot projects and that this may be an opportunity for MPOs to collect culvert                 

ratings with local agencies.  

Mr. Roger Belknap added that the 2020 TAMC Fall Asset Management Conference will be held virtually                

during two consecutive morning sessions on October 28th and 29th. Further conference details will be               

forthcoming.  

 

12. JobNet Technical Report  

Mr. Steve Stepek reported that the Committee is working to acquire the total number of projects in                 

corrective action, as requested by FHWA. The Committee has made significant progress on other items.               

There have been a series of helpful JobNet demonstrations. Contact Mr. Steve Stepek to gain access to                 

these virtual demos. 

  

13. MDOT Update  

Mr. Don Mayle reminded MTPA members that MDOT employees have been instructed not to attend               

in-person meetings amid the COVID-19 pandemic. As member agencies start to return to in-person              

meetings, Mr. Don Mayle asked that virtual options to attend meetings are included when possible. 

Ms. Anita Boughner welcomed Maxwell Gierman, MDOT’s new Transportation Planner. Mr. Maxwell            

Gierman will be the Program Manager for the Flint MPO, and will also provide support to Mr. Richard                  

Bayus. 

A. MIRE Data Collection 

Mr. David Fairchild provided a presentation on updates to the MIRE data collection process.              

Based on suggestions from stakeholder meetings, MDOT will use contractors (including the            

Center for Shared Solutions, Michigan Tech, and ESRI AI programs) to provide the bulk of MIRE                

data collection and entry. The data will be released to MPOs annually, at which point local                

agencies will be asked to review the pre-populated data and to fill in any gaps in data. Through                  

Fiscal Year 2021, MPO and RPA participation in MIRE collection will be voluntary. Beginning in FY                

 



 
 

2022 and beyond, RTPP and UWP documents will include participation in the event MDOT              

should reach out to local agencies for additional help with MIRE collection. 

 

B. Transportation Revenues 

Mr. Zachary Radel provided an update on federal revenue uncertainties amid COVID. In addition              

to the CARES Act, which gave roughly $40 billion in appropriations to the USDOT, Michigan has                

received roughly $3.87 billion in funding for pandemic spending. Currently the US House and              

Senate have passed dramatically different relief bills, negotiations are stalled, and it’s uncertain             

whether transportation will be included in the next package at all.  

The FAST Act is expiring at the end of the fiscal year on September 30, 2020. The title for                   

Highway Construction has passed, but titles for urban/mass transit, truck safety, etc. have not              

yet passed out of Committee. Earlier this year, the House passed the Moving Forward Act, which                

was a broader infrastructure package that included roughly $500 billion in surface            

transportation funding and expanded on many programs initially promoted by the FAST Act such              

as climate resiliency and environmental justice. The US House has passed 10 of 12 appropriation               

bills for FY 2021 including bills for Transportation-HUD and Energy and Water Development. A              

continuing resolution is likely. 

Ms. Michele Fedorowics provided an update on state revenue uncertainties amid COVID.            

Michigan is hovering at around 10-15 percent down in overall VTM on the system, which               

translates into potential declines in MTF revenues over the next several years. Michigan’s state              

Treasury will be updating estimates for MTF and General Fund revenues at Michigan’s Revenue              

Estimating Conference next week. The state’s ability to match federal aid funding may depend              

on the amount of General Fund revenues that are determined to be allocated to MDOT. As a                 

result, some planning documents have been delayed, such as the MM 2045 Financial Plan, to               

take into account updated revenues from the Treasury. 

 

C. Toll Study 

Ms. Kari Martin provided an update on the initiation of a tolling feasibility study. Signed into law                 

in July, Public Act 140 of 2020 requires MDOT to perform a feasibility study and strategic                

 



 
 

implementation plan of tolling for the state's limited access freeway system. Benefits of tolling              

include: 

● User fee instead of tax 

● Does not impact federal funding 

● Can be a sustainable revenue source 

● Can partner with transit and other forms of mobility on integrated solutions 

● New technology allows for tolling at highway speeds 

● Can enable variable pricing to manage congestion and maximize capacity 

Federal Section 129 Tolling Program allows for tolling in conjunction with new construction             

projects and bridge/tunnel reconstruction projects. Under the Interstate System Reconstruction          

Pilot Program, tolling revenue from an existing freeway can be used for future reconstruction.              

MDOT has two years to complete the study (July 2020-July 2022) and is in the process of                 

reviewing vendor proposals. Ms. Kari Martin offered to provide another tolling update to MTPA              

members once a vendor has been selected.  

 

D. State Long Range Plan (MM2045) Update 

Mr. Brad Sharlow provided the following updates regarding the statewide long range plan: 

● The Metroquest survey has been extended through the end of October. MPO members             

are encouraged to market the survey to Committees and stakeholders. MDOT would like             

to provide a breakdown of survey results to each local community, but more responses              

are needed in order to get a good sample size for each community.  

● MDOT is getting close to finishing the existing conditions and inventory for the base year               

of the LRP, which is 2018. MDOT will share results with MPOs from the congestion               

analysis, which uses the statewide travel demand model and INRIX data to show the              

federally required level of travel time reliability numbers and the planning time index             

threshold.  

● Mr. Brad Sharlow noted that he would like to reconvene the Statewide Congestion             

Management Group from a few years ago and that MDOT would like to work with MPOs                

to ensure the statewide long range plan is consistent with local long range plans. 

 



 
 

● Slight discrepancies are expected since the statewide model will be different than the             

MPO models. MDOT would like to bring local agencies together in a virtual format to go                

over congestion maps for the state as a whole.  

● A few stakeholder groups for freight and rail plan components are coming up.             

September 2nd for the Upper Peninsula and Northern Michigan, September 10th for            

Grand and Southwest regions, and September 16th for Bay Region and University            

Region. Transit workshops for early September are currently being coordinated.  

 

E. JobNet Programming of Transit Jobs 

Ms. Andy Brush reminded MPOs to use one job number per funding source with multiple SP 

codes, not to program every job with a new job number. 

 

F. TPM 

Mr. John Lanum shared a list of upcoming action dates for MPO Transportation Performance 

Measure requirements. By December 31, 2020, MPOs can request the Public Transit Agency 

Safety Plans and targets from their metro transit agencies.  

 

14. Adjournment  

Mr. Steve Stepek adjourned the meeting at 11:34 AM. 
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Andrea Faber GVMC

Andrea Strach Tri-County MPO

Richard Bayus MDOT

Roger Belknap MDOT

Anita Boughner MDOT

Stephen Brudzinski SEMCOG

Andrea Brush MDOT

Bryan Gillett Midland MPO

Carolyn Ulstad MACC

Michael Case MDOT

David Engelhardt EMCOG

David Fairchild MDOT

Michele Fedorowicz MDOT

Edward Fowler MDOT

Jeff Franklin MDOT

Matthew Galbraith MDOT

Maxwell Gierman MDOT

Joshua Grab MDOT

Robert Huber MDOT

Jay Anderson Bay City MPO



Jon Start TAMC

Tyler Kent MDOT

Kim Gallagher SWMPC

Mark Kloha MDOT

John Lanum MDOT

Laurel Joseph GVMC

Lindsay Wallace St. Clair County MPO

Maja Bolanowska Midland MPO

Mara Gericke MACC

Kari Martin MDOT

Don Mayle MDOT

Megan Mickelson KATS

Craig Newell MDOT

Nick Sapkiewicz WATS

Nicole Baumer Tri-County MPO
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Andy Pickard FHWA
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Ryan Buck WATS

Brian Sanada MDOT

Brad Sharlow MDOT
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Steve Duke R2PC

Steven Stepek KATS

James Sturdevant MDOT

Tanya DeOliveira R2PC

Tom  Bruff SEMCOG

Luke Walters MDOT

Michelle Weber-Currie MDOT

Donna Wittl MDOT

Suzann Flowers WATS

Brian Mulnix WMSRDC

Emily Lake WATS
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New Developments 

• Implementation of Stakeholder Group Suggestions 

•MDOT Vendor Focused Data Collection
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New Developments 
Implementation of Stakeholder Group Suggestions  

• Over the last year, there has been a delay in the MIRE Stakeholder Group Meetings. The 
reason for the delay was because MDOT has been implementing a new strategy based on 
previous stakeholder group meeting suggestions. 

• Previous stakeholder meetings had proposed that MDOT use contractors, rather than MPOs 
and RPAs, to do the bulk of the data collection work. We are pleased to report that we have 
successfully implemented this suggestion. 

• Moving forward, MDOT will be using its contractors ( CSS, MTU, and ESRI ) to do the 
bulk of the data collection and entry. 

• Since this reform has now been successfully implemented, MIRE Stakeholder Meetings 
can now return to a more normal schedule. 
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New Developments

MDOT Vendor Focused Data Collection

• Moving forward, MDOT staff will be working with CSS(DTMB) to use our collective data 
resources to perform the bulk of the data collection work directly from the Act 51 agencies. 

• Development of a new GeoAI tool from ESRI that will interpret Paved and NonPaved roads 
with MISAIL imagery.

• MTU will mine the states crash data for intersection control data.
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Pilot Project to Create the CSS Work Plan 

•Over the last month, MDOT staff have been working on a pilot program. 
This pilot program involved reaching out to approx. 5 counties and 5 cities. 
Agencies were contacted and asked a series of short questions to see how 
they stored some of their MIRE domain information. 

• This feedback was used to help develop agency contact scripting resources  
and spreadsheets for when CSS reaches out for further information. 

•We have also been holding meetings with our contractors to determine the 
best specifications for the data collection effort to be placed within the 
vendor FY21 work plans. 
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RTPP and UWP
• Through FY `21, MPO / RPA participation will be voluntary. 

• Beginning in FY `22 and beyond, participation will be a part of the RTPP and 
UWP documents. 

•  Agencies will review and update MIRE data in Roadsoft in V21 and export  
changes to MDOT for V22 and beyond. 

•     This will be a continuous and evolving process. 
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Questions? Comments?

Contact

David Fairchild 
Transportation Planner 

System Monitoring and Reporting Unit 
Michigan Department of Transportation

Fairchildd1@michigan.gov



Upcoming MPO Timeframes/Action Dates for TPM

December 31, 2020 By this date or shortly thereafter the MPO should receive from their 
transit agencies, the Public Transit Agency Safety Plan and its safety 
measures and targets. 

Oct. 2020-Jan. 2021 The MPOs to receive from their urban transit agency the FY21 transit 
asset management targets.  The MPOs need only acknowledge receipt of 
those targets and support the transit agencies consideration of the targets 
in their planning and programming.    

February 27, 2021 By this date, the MPO Policy Committee needs to have taken approval 
action to support the calendar year 2021 State Safety Targets officially 
released by MDOT on Aug. 31, 2020, or to approve adoption of the 
MPO’s own 2021 Safety Targets.  

March 31, 2021 By this date, the MPO Policy Committee needs to have taken approval 
action to support the new updated NHS Bridge Condition 4-year targets.  

June 30, 2021 By this date, the MPO Policy Committee has taken approval action to set 
(adopt) the transit safety targets.  

September 30, 2021 By this date, or when amended or updated thereafter, the MPO TIPs and 
MTPs are required to include and discuss the new Bridge condition 
targets.  

December 31, 2021 By this date, or when amended or updated thereafter, the MPO TIPs and 
MTPs are required to reflect and discuss the new transit safety targets.  

February 27, 2022 By this date, the MPO Policy Committee has taken approval action to 
support the calendar year 2022 State Safety Targets officially released by 
MDOT on Aug. 31, 2021, or to approve adoption of the MPO’s own 2022 
Safety Targets.  



 
    DEREK BRADSHAW 

  DIRECTOR-COORDINATOR 
 

  CHRISTINE A. DURGAN 
      ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
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June 18, 2020 

 

 

Mr. Andy Pickard, Senior Transportation Planner 

Federal Highway Administration 

315 W. Allegan, Room 201 

Lansing, MI  48933 

 

Subject:   Response to Amendment Threshold Policy White Paper 

 

Dear Mr. Pickard: 

 

On April 8, 2020 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) released a white 

paper to the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) and to Metropolitan 

Planning Organizations (MPOs) in the State of Michigan entitled Cost-based State 

Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)/Transportation Improvement 

Program (TIP) Amendments for Highway Projects in Michigan asking each agency 

to review and provide comment on the white paper. After review, GCMPC has 

the following comments regarding the white paper and statewide amendment 

threshold policies:  

 

• FHWA has put a lot of work into the skim analysis of statewide TIP/STIP data 

and is to be commended for their effort. This is a good starting point.  

Looking at the number of amendments is one of many factors that should 

be considered when developing statewide TIP policies. 

 

• Reviewing the various scenarios provided in the white paper we feel the 

tiered scenarios (3-8) that provide four or more different amendment 

thresholds based on project cost are too complicated especially when 

considering the number of agencies throughout the state that are involved 

in the TIP process. 

 

• GCMPC spends a lot of time working with our committees at the beginning 

of each TIP development cycle to review, discuss, and approve TIP policies.  

Our committees have approved using a total participating project cost 

change of 25% or more as an amendment trigger for the 2020-2023 TIP. This 

is the current state policy and we have used this policy for several decades 

without major issues.   



 

 

• Fundamentally our organization feels that using a change in total 

participating cost as an amendment trigger more accurately/holistically 

reflects the intent of an amendment in comparison to using a change in 

federal cost. Any funding that is added to a project for participating costs 

should be included in the amendment calculation. If a threshold is 

reached, then the project should require additional public review.  

 

• The white paper hints at the need for oversight of federal funding in terms 

of fiscal constraint. JobNet does not allow MPOs to program more federal 

funding than they are allocated. As far as federal funding fiscal constraint 

oversight is concerned, statewide we have more controls in place than we 

have ever had. 

 

• Over the past five years the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning 

Commission (GCMPC) has actively participated in discussions regarding 

the statewide TIP/STIP amendment threshold policy. These discussions have 

led to the development of the 2017 pilot statewide TIP/STIP amendment 

threshold policy, a redesign plan for the statewide TIP process, the 

development and implementation of JobNet, and the adoption of  

common amendment threshold policies by MPOs and rural task force (RTF) 

organizations across the State of Michigan for the 2020 to 2023 STIP/TIPs. It 

has taken a lot of work to get everyone in the State of Michigan to this point 

to begin to use the same amendment threshold policy.   

 

• As with any change, project delays caused by new policies are viewed in 

a bad light by the agency affected. We have had instances in the past 

several years in which we either exchanged some state funding for federal 

funding or have increased the federal percentage without changing the 

total project cost. If a federal change trigger is put in place in the future this 

type of funding swap will create a TIP amendment with no real change to 

a project if the threshold is reached.  

 

• One of the lessons learned in the implementation of the 2017 pilot 

amendment threshold policy is that major policy changes to amendment 

thresholds should not be implemented in the middle of a TIP cycle. The 

majority of MPOs have approved TIP policies that match the current 

statewide policies. If changes are going to be made to the statewide 

policies, they should not be implemented until the 2023-2026 TIP/STIP cycle.  

Keep in mind that it might take until the 3rd year of the TIP or longer for 

agencies to get comfortable working with the current amendment 

threshold. Amendments in general may be reduced over time as agencies 

begin to figure out the new triggers, and in some cases to properly program 

projects. 

 



 

 

In summary GCMPC feels that we should continue working with the current 

statewide amendment threshold policy (a change in total participating costs of 

25% or greater) and to continue to build on the analysis started in the white paper 

to evaluate the effects of the policy as MPOs and their agencies get more 

comfortable working with the new thresholds. We feel this best reflects intent of 

the need for public involvement for an amendment. In addition, we would be 

interested in further exploring a second threshold for smaller projects such as a 

50% change in total participating project cost triggering an amendment for 

projects less than $250,000. This may be a good mix of a simple policy that uses a 

change in total participating costs as a trigger while reducing the number of 

amendments.   

 

Thank you for sharing the white paper and for requesting MPO input in this issue.  

Please feel free to contact me, or Jason Nordberg of my staff, if you have any 

questions or would like to set up a meeting to discuss our comments further.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Derek Bradshaw, Director-Coordinator 

Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

 
DATE: June 24, 2020 
 
TO:  Andy Pickard, Senior Transportation Planner, FHWA  
 
FROM: Laurel Joseph, Director of Transportation Planning 
 
RE: Request for Input on the Cost-based State Transportation 

Improvement Program (STIP)/Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP) Amendments for Highway Projects in Michigan White Paper 

 
 
After reviewing the Cost-based STIP/TIP Amendments for Highway Projects in Michigan 
white paper, performing a smaller regional analysis of cost-based amendments, 
consulting with member jurisdictions, and reviewing past GVMC policies and practices, 
GVMC is providing the following comments in response to the white paper. GVMC 
appreciates the effort and level of detail that went into FHWA’s analysis and the 
opportunity to provide feedback.  
 
GVMC was involved in the lengthy development of the amendment “triggers” in the 
JobNet environment and the definition of total project cost through the MTPA. Prior to 
the development of JobNet and the statewide amendment threshold policy that resulted 
from that development effort, GVMC’s trigger for a cost-based amendment was a 20% 
change in the project’s federal budget.  
 
GVMC asked for feedback from members on some of the options provided in FHWA’s 
white paper, and the members that responded – representing the biggest city in our 
region and both road commissions, in addition to other smaller jurisdictions – favored 
Option 1: +/- 25% change in federal cost. This position is reflective of some pretty 
significant project delays resulting from the addition of local funds to projects that 
impacted at least one project’s ability to make obligation last year. GVMC acknowledges 
that these delays could be part of a learning curve for estimating and programming 
projects under this relatively new policy (for our region), and that they would potentially 
not continue as it becomes the norm.  
 

 



When the statewide amendment policy went into place, GVMC amended its policies and 
practices to align with the triggers in JobNet. A change to this policy now, would require 
amending GVMC policies again, which is not impossible, but would take some time.  
 
GVMC is not opposed to a policy shift to Option 1 – this is the only alternative to the 
base scenario that GVMC could support at this time. It aligns with previous regional 
policy and would continue to allow for MPOs to have stricter regional policies and 
triggers for taking project changes through a Committee and/or public involvement 
process. However, given that we are in the middle of a TIP cycle and that the JobNet 
programming team has limited resources and an extensive backlog of programming 
priorities, GVMC believes it potentially makes sense to continue the policy evaluation 
process, discussions, and decisions on a timeline that would align with the activation of 
the next TIP cycle. This would allow coordination with FTA and MDOT OPT to ensure 
that transit and highway projects are treated uniformly and would provide enough time 
for MPOs to adjust regional policies and practices if necessary/desired.  
 
GVMC is committed to a high standard of public involvement no matter what is 
ultimately decided regarding the federal amendment threshold for cost-based project 
changes.  
 
Thank you again for presenting the findings of your analysis and providing the 
opportunity for us to offer our comments. We look forward to continuing this discussion 
with FHWA, FTA, MDOT, and the other MPOs through MTPA.  
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (616) 776-7610. 



 

301 Douglas Avenue, Holland, MI 49424  |  www.the-macc.org 
phone: (616) 395-2688  |  fax: (616) 395-9411  |  email: info@the-macc.org 

                   

 
 
Mr. Pickard, 
 
MACC staff have reviewed the document titled Cost-based STIP/TIP amendments for 
highway projects in Michigan. After studying the various scenario options listed in 
Appendix 3, staff would suggest that option number two (+ 25% Total Phase Cost) 
would likely yield the greatest reduction in TIP amendment volume, while remaining 
simple to recall and simple to explain to committees and the public. Since the 
proposed change is for Federal/State highway projects (projects that are not 
programed by the MPO) staff ultimately feel that any decision made on how to 
proceed will have a limited impact on current internal practices and are therefore 
flexible regardless of outcome.   
 
Regards,  
 

Carolyn Ulstad 

 
 
Carolyn Ulstad 
Transportation Planner 
Macatawa Area Coordinating Council  
culstad@the-macc.org  
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June 24, 2020

Mr. Andy Pickard, Senior Transportation Planner
Michigan Division Federal Highway Administration
315 W.Allegan, Room 201
Lansing, Michigan 48933

RE: Cost Based STIP/TIP Amendments

The Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study (KATS) is providing the following comments on the Federal
Highway Administration's (FHWA) request for input on the Cost-based State Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP)/Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendments forHighwayProjects in
Michigan white paper, dated April 8, 2020.

KATS appreciates the analysis and thought that went into the proposal presented by FHWA. KATS has
been involved in the development of the online STIP/TIP through the JobNet environment since its
inception. While the process has been lengthy, the outcomes have dramatically improved TIP
amendment processing times and improved the cooperative planning process between KATS and our
partner agencies.

Comments on the Proposal

KATS participated in the lengthy development of the amendment "triggers" in the JobNet environment
and the definition of total project cost through the Michigan Transportation Planning Association (MTPA).
On September 28, 2019 KATS adopted clear and concise administrative procedures to match those
established through MTPA and implemented in JobNet. Those procedures were adopted with the
understanding they would be re-evaluated with the development of the next TIP. Therefore:

• Changing procedures in the middle of the TIP cycle is confusing to local agencies and the public,
while having the potential to impact the reliability of the metropolitan planning process.

• To better inform future changes, a larger sample size of amendments would paint a better picture
before potentially adjusting thresholds. This sample should also include all amendment triggers
(scope, length, etc.) so that the entire amendment process can be evaluated.

• To better implement federal regulations, KATS believes that the MPOs and MDOT should come
to consensus on defining cost based STIP/TIP amendments:

o 23 CFR 450.326 (a) The MPO, in cooperation with the State(s) and any affected public
transportation operator(s) shall develop a TIP for the metropolitan planning area.
450.328 (a) An MPO may revise the TIPat any time under procedures agreed to by the
cooperating parties consistent with the procedures established in this part for its
development and approval.

• The current amendment thresholds adopted by KATS are used for highway and transit projects.
KATS would like to see Federal Transit Administration (FTA), MDOT Office of Passenger
Transportation, and local transit agency involvement in the discussion to keep the process
uniform for all parties.

• While KATS understands the volume of amendments the current process creates, it also sets a
high standard for public involvement by processing the changes through the amendment
requirements. The simple goal of reducing amendments is not conducive to a fully engaged
process.

Find usonline at: °bvvvvvv.KATSmpo.org R Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study Q @KATSmpo
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To keep the process consistent for all projects, KATS believes a uniform percentage should be
used for amendments on all projects and that a tiered approach will create confusion within local
agencies and the public.
During a time of limited resources, adding programming changes to the already lengthy JobNet
request backlog could delay other needed revisions.
The Southwest Region of MDOT is opposed to the tiered amendment structure proposals and
would support the +25% change in phase cost proposal.

The KATS looks forward to discussing the comments received with FHWA, FTA, and MDOTthrough the
Michigan Transportation Planning^Association through a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive
process.
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KATS Poli

Steven Stepek, AICP, Executive Director
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MDOT Comments Regarding Cost-Based STIP/TIP Amendments for Highway Projects in Michigan 

June 26, 2020 

 

Without restating the background information contained in the FHWA proposal dated April 8, 2020.  
MDOT agrees with the goal of “having the appropriate magnitude of cost changes trigger the 
amendment process.”  Of the proposals brought forth by the FHWA, MDOT staff from across the 
Department feel that Option #2 (+25% of total project cost) is the most appropriate course of action.  
This proposal provides for simplicity and is very similar to the current amendment process.  Rationale 
and general comments are outlined below and are open for further discussion and negotiation as this 
process moves forward. The discussion regarding this topic consistently seems to be something that not 
everyone can agree on.  As part of this comment preparation the Statewide Planning Section of MDOT 
consulted with many other areas of the department, including MDOT Regions, Local Agency Programs, 
Bridge and Safety.  Although many of the areas agree on many things, there are also some topics that 
various areas may have some difference opinion.  This is mostly surrounding local versus trunkline and 
this document will attempt to point those differences out.  Also, many of the comments are points that 
may require additional discussion and negotiation. 

General Comments: 

• MDOT believes that the ability to take all jobs to the various boards and committees is good 
planning and that public involvement is integral in the process.  The ability of the MPOs to make 
projects and changes regionally significant and to consider them MPO adjustments is key.  Every 
change does not require federal approval. 

• Regarding the topic of federal versus total cost, MDOT overwhelmingly agrees that federal cost 
should determine what a federal cost is.  This simplifies the process especially on the local side 
when local dollars are added to a project at letting and the locals agree to add and pay for it on 
their own.   

• 100% local projects that may be considered regionally significant would not be addressed by the 
amendment process. 

• With hundreds of people across the state creating and programming federal highway jobs, the 
overall sentiment is to keep the process simple.  The definition of an “amendment” should be 
consistent from one MPO to another. There is also trepidation regarding any tiered system.  
Tiered systems can be confusing and may promote the creation of additional phases to avoid 
moving into a higher tier.  

Suggestions for Maximizing Efficiency: 

• Region Planners and MDOT System Managers are proposing that amendments be based on total 
federal project cost instead of individual phase cost.  This suggestion conflicts with our stance on 
the “Total Project Cost” field that is currently being developed for JobNet.  This would only apply 
to trunkline projects because all trunkline phases are in JobNet.  This would not apply to local 
projects because not all local phases are in JobNet. 



• Create a minimum threshold for amendments.  This would serve as a dollar amount below 
which no amendment would be required.  The low-cost projects would be exempt from 
amendments.  The rationale for this would be that the projects are not major projects 

• Exempt non-construction phases from amendments.  These exempt phases would also be 
subject to thresholds.  Often phases that are hard to control such as Utility Phases or Right of 
Way phases that are small constitute the reason for many amendments and often are not a 
large part of the overall cost increase. 

 

Additional Considerations 

• Any changes that are implemented will require an implementation timeline.  There will need to 
be an education rollout and coordination with other JobNet priorities. 

• The amendment process needs to be looked at in conjunction with other items that have or may 
be implemented in the future.  Items include General Program Accounts (GPA) and what is 
commonly known as Major Project Groupings (MPG) 

It should be noted that the current amendment process has been very successful.  JobNet and the staff 
processing amendments across all participating agencies should be commended for working through the 
growing pains of the current process implementation.  Currently amendments move through the 
process faster than ever before.  The software and the common understanding of the amendment 
process are largely responsible for this success.  However, as with any new system, minor tweaks and 
modifications may be required to maximize the overall efficiency. 

MDOT looks forward to continuing the discussion and implementation of an amendment process that 
fulfills the needs of all government agencies. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Andy Pickard, Senior Transportation Planner, FHWA 

From: Jim Snell, Executive Director 

Date: June 25, 2020 

Re:   TIP Cost Amendment Threshold Response  

 
After consideration and input from our local agencies, TCRPC supports the TIP Cost Amendment 
Threshold to be changed to Option 1: +/- 25% Federal Phase Cost. TCRPC would also support the 
addition of the option to allow for an administrative modification if the federal phase cost is less 
than $100,000.  We believe that this will give the appropriate magnitude to cost changes that 
need public input and approval from our Board of Commissioners. 
 
TCRPC held a meeting on May 14th with our local, state, and federal partners. The consensus from 
our local agencies is the current threshold of 25% on total project cost hinders them in delivering 
projects. For efficiency, road projects are often programmed and constructed with water and 
sewer projects; however, the federally eligible participating costs increase significantly. The cost 
increase is not known usually until the engineer’s estimate, which triggers a federal amendment 
with the current threshold. Local agencies that use capped federal funded programs are also 
hindered because of the increased project cost that is paid with 100% local funding. The current 
threshold of total phase cost triggers federal amendments at a critical time. The need for federal 
amendments causes project delays in obligation, letting, and construction. 
 


